Introduction
Lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) are made of over 40 diseases, each resulting from the deficiency of a lysosomal enzyme that is responsible for the degradation of macromolecular substrates in lysosomes. 1 A main objective for conducting clinical studies in LSDs is to evaluate new treatment options. Over the last two decades innovative treatments have been developed for LSDs, most of them, Enzyme Replacement Therapies (ERTs). Because LSDs are rare, only few patients can enroll into clinical studies and this limitation impacts every aspects of clinical development. With this limitation in mind, how can clinical researchers plan, finance and implement complex clinical programs and collect enough safety and efficacy data that will convince regulators that a drug should be made accessible to additional patients?
In this review, we will consider the regulatory context in which LSDs studies are performed, discuss specific design issues and highlight some particular operational aspects. We will conclude with some considerations for the future.
Regulatory Considerations
Orphan drug status and drug development flexibility The orphan drug status laws, in the US 2 and in the European Union (EU), 3 have been credited as effective policies to stimulate drug development for rare diseases. For instance in the US, tax credits (50% of clinical drug testing costs), the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) grant availability (Phase 1 studies are eligible for up to $200,000 per year for up to 3 y. Phase 2 and 3 studies are eligible for up to $400,000 per year for up to 4 y), exclusive market rights (seven years market exclusivity) and application fees waiver (currently $719,000) are indeed appropriate incentives.
While sponsors have embraced these incentives, there are conflicting opinions on whether regulators are more flexible in granting approval for orphan drugs compared with non-orphan drugs. For LSDs, no review of drug development has been published and it is thus difficult to assess regulators flexibility. Oncology, where many orphan drugs have been developed, is an informative example. When compared with non-orphan drugs, pivotal cancer studies for recently approved orphan drugs were more likely to be smaller, to have non-randomized, un-blinded designs and use surrogate endpoints of efficacy. 4 At least for rare cancers, it appears that regulators are embracing flexibility in study designs. Opinions concerning drug development for other rare diseases are conflicting. Regulators highlight their own flexibility 5 but other sources argue that their cautiousness limits drug development. 6, 7 The term flexibility is evidently imprecise itself. Admitting evidence from one pivotal study instead of the more traditional two well-controlled pivotal studies mandated but the FDA is viewed by some as "flexibility" 8 but is also a consequence of the low number of patients that can be enrolled in these clinical studies.
In our opinion, any general statement regarding regulators flexibility is misleading. LSDs are different from one disease to the next and each drug development program poses unique Lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) consist of over 40 diseases, some of which are amenable to treatment. in this review, we consider the regulatory context in which LSDs studies are performed, highlight design specificities and explore operational challenges.
Orphan drug legislations, both in europe and US, were effective to stimulate LSDs drug development. However, regulators flexibilities toward approval vary leading to global discrepancies in access to treatments.
Study designs are constrained because few patients can be studied. This implies LSDs treatments need to demonstrate large levels of clinical efficacy. if not, an appropriate level of evidence is difficult to achieve. while biomarkers could address this issue, none have been truly accepted as primary outcome.
enrichment of study population can increase the chance of success, especially with clinical outcomes. Adaptive designs are operationally challenging. innovative methods of analysis can be used, notably using a patient as his/her own control and responder analysis. The use of extension phases and patient registries as a source of historical comparison can facilitate data interpretation.
Operationally, few patients are available per centers and multiple centers need to be initiated in multiple countries. This impacts time-lines and budget.
in the future, regulators flexibility will be essential to provide patients access to innovative treatments.
Regulatory options for faster drug approval
Politicians, governments and patient organizations are sensitive to the needs of patients with rare diseases to access new drugs. 10 Beyond the orphan drug acts, special provisions have been inserted into the law to facilitate regulatory reviews.
In the US, these include the Fast Track Designation (FTD), the Priority Review (PR) and the Accelerated Approval Program (AAP).
FTD is designed for the development and the review of drugs that treat serious diseases and fill an unmet medical need. With the designation, early and frequent communication between the FDA and a sponsor is encouraged throughout the review process so issues are resolved quickly. FTD must be requested by the sponsor and can be initiated at any time. For LSDs, it is unclear if this provision has had an impact.
Most drugs that are eligible for FTD are likely to be considered for PR. PR is given to drugs that offer major advances or provide a treatment where no adequate therapy exists. The goal for completing a review with PR is six months compared with the standard 10 months. Again, in the absence of systematic study, it is unclear that PR has had an impact on the review of drugs for LSDs.
AAP allow for earlier approval, based on a surrogate outcome, for drugs that treat serious diseases and fill an unmet medical need. A surrogate outcome is a marker that is used in a study as a substitute to a clinically meaningful and well documented outcome. The use of a surrogate can considerably shorten the time to approval. Sponsors will still be required to conduct phase IV studies to confirm the anticipated clinical benefit. If the confirmatory trial shows that the drug provides a clinical benefit, then a traditional approval is granted. If not, the drug can be removed from the market. This process has been successful to develop drug for HIV infection and cancers. 11 In LSDs, we will see that there have been many barriers to establish the surrogacy of a biochemical or clinical marker. 12 Beyond the US, the European Union has introduced the conditional approvals (CAs) and the approval under exceptional circumstances (ECs).
CA is similar in its principle to the US-AAP but has rarely been used, actually never used for LSDs. 13 In contrast, six of the eight drugs used to treat LSDs were approved in Europe under ECs. ECs mean that the applicant is not reasonably expected to provide comprehensive evidence on the safety and efficacy of the drugs owing to the rarity of the indication. While ECs offer a possibility to provide access to drugs that would otherwise not be marketed, it is not clear that this pathway accelerates the approval process. In a recent review, EC approvals were associated with longer clinical development time.
14 EC for LSDs drugs were also frequently associated with a request to develop a registry after registration.
LSDs drug development: US vs. Europe Despite harmonization efforts, 15 countries still favor their own way to do things. As a result, sponsors of LSDs research may have to tailor their programs to local needs.
In the EU, the Committee for Orphan Medicinal Products (COMP) of the European Medicine Agency (EMA) reviews applications for orphan products. These products are intended to treat a serious or life-threatening condition that affects no more than five in 10,000 people. COMP is made up of members from European states and uses external experts to evaluate applications. A recent review indicated that up to 2010, 850 orphan drug designations were granted and 60 orphan drugs received marketing authorization. Of these, eight were for LSDs ( Table 1) .
In the US, an orphan disease affects less than 200,000 patients. Applications are reviewed by the FDA staff. Orphan status is granted by one division and applications are reviewed by a distinct "review" division that indifferently reviews orphan and non-orphan products. For LSDs, more applications are now reviewed by the Gastro-Intestinal division. A recent work evaluated 135 non-cancer orphan drugs application handled between 1983 and 2010. 8 Of these, 9 were for LSDs ( Table 2 ). There are additional differences. For instance, for registration studies the US FDA favors placebo-controlled trials, an ethical challenge for the development of new drug for LSD. 16 In EU, if a drug is already available, active-controlled studies are favored. However, superiority against an active drug is more difficult to demonstrate due to the limited number of patients and equivalence studies are especially challenging because of the difficulty to define an equivalence margin that do not require an unrealistic number of patients to be studied. These differences have led to paradoxical situations for patients' availability to new treatment. In PD, Myozyme® and Lumizyme® (both alglucosidase alfa) were considered different products by the FDA and similar products by the EMA. This led to considerable delays in the US in the availability of Lumizyme® compared with EU. In GD, taliglucerase alfa is available in the US and other countries but, not in the EU because of the exclusivity granted to a competitor. In FD, agalsidase alfa and β have been available in Europe and other countries since 2003. Patients can choose from two ERTs, a significant benefit in case of shortage of one of the drugs. 17 However, agalsidase alfa was not approved in the US. The level of evidence provided to obtain a registration in Europe was not sufficient for the FDA. The sponsor of algasidase alfa decided not to further pursue activities to meet US regulatory requests. 
Considerations for Clinical Study Designs
It is said that clinical study designs for rare diseases must meet the same rigorous standards as those for more prevalent diseases. 18 In practice, this is frequently not the case. As we will see, flexibility and pragmatism can prevail.
Sample size In LSDs, as for any rare diseases, the limitation in the number of available patients is the main consideration. Compared with more frequent diseases, the sample size of clinical studies in LSDs is dramatically reduced, notably for key registration studies.
In 1991, when alglucerase (Ceredase®) was approved in the US for the treatment of type 1 GD, the main study demonstrating safety and efficacy enrolled 12 patients. 19 In 1994, when imiglucerase (Cerezyme®) was approved for the same indication, the main study enrolled 30 patients (15 on imiglucerase and 15 on alglucerase). 20 In 2003, when laronidase (aldurazyme®) was approved for the treatment of mucopolysaccharidosis-I (MPS-1), the approval was based on a single placebo-controlled study of 45 patients. 21 In infantile Pompe disease, the pivotal study that led to the 2006 approval of alglucosidase enrolled 18 patients. 22 Registration studies in adult patients with LSDs tend to be larger but the sample size remain relatively small. The largest pivotal studies in FD enrolled 58 23 and 82 patients. 24 In adult-onset PD, the largest study enrolled 90 patients. 25 Because of the limitation of study sample size in LSDs, the effect-size of treatments should be large. Otherwise, the study will have no statistical power to demonstrate efficacy. Efficacy might exist, but it might not be large enough to reach statistical significance. 26 The need for large effect size puts the efficacy bar for LSDs at a high level. Taking into account the clinical specificities of individual LSDs, this could be challenging. For instance, to be approved in the US, the ERT used for FD had to demonstrate a clearance (i.e., a complete response) of globo-triaosylceramide (GL-3), the accumulated substrate. A complete response is a challenging objective for any clinical study in a chronic disease: many drugs developed for cancer or rheumatoid arthritis, to name a few, would fail such a request. In FD this is also challenging, as substrate accumulation varies between multiple tissues and, within the same tissue, between different cell types. For practical reasons, peri-tubular capillary cells of the interstitial kidney tissue were chosen as the cells of interest to evaluate GL-3 clearance. Repeated invasive kidney biopsies had to be performed. 23 While one ERT was able to meet the criteria for complete response, another ERT, despite being considered an equivalent product, studied a lower number of patients and efficacy could not be demonstrated in the same way. 8 When the measured effect is not large, and this could be because of an appropriate parameter of efficacy is not available, efficacy is more challenging to demonstrate. For instance, for laronidase, an ERT for MPS-1, the distance walked during a SixMinute Walk test (6MWT) and the percent predicted Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) were co-primary endpoints. Patients treated with ERT had a favorable 38 meters walking difference compared with patients treated with placebo. However, with only 22 patients in the active arm, the p-value was 0.07, above the accepted standard threshold of 0.05. A favorable difference of 5.6% in the predicted FVC was associated with a p-value of 0.01. While the co-primary endpoint criteria for the Six-Minute Walk test and FVC was not met, both criteria had to reach statistical significance; the drug was nevertheless registered, thanks to regulators flexibility. 8 In the most extreme case, when sample sizes are very limited and a control group is not available, no statistics can be used. The evaluation of efficacy remains a judgment call. For instance, in infantile PD, the study that led to the approval of alglucosidase alfa was not comparative. The demonstration of a survival benefit had to be made in comparison to an historical cohort. 22 The reviewing agency conclusion, again demonstrating flexibility, 
Enrichment
Enrichment means that study enrolment criteria should favor patients in whom a drug effect, if present, is more likely to be demonstrable. 27 One of the benefits of enrichment is to increase the effect size, hence decreasing the sample size required to demonstrate efficacy. While enrichment makes recruitment more selective, and more difficult, it selects for responders and decreases the risk of an under-powered study. It is thus an option worth considering when designing clinical studies in LSDs. Different types of enrichment exist.
Practical enrichment 28 reduces "noise" by excluding patients who cannot possibly show an effect. For instance, in MPS-I, one would exclude patients with 6MWT that are to high (the chance to see an improvement is low as the patient is close to or normal) or too low (the chance to see a response in a severely affected patient is limited). 21 Prognostic enrichment 28 refers to the inclusion of patients at higher risk of an event so the risk reduction is demonstrated with fewer patients. The PD study previously mentioned was performed in severely affected infants who had a very limited life-expectancy, rather than in adults with PD as they have a considerably longer course of the disease. 22 Predictive enrichment 28 selects individuals who are more likely to respond to treatment for a pharmaco-dynamic reason. Although predictive enrichment has been mainly used in oncology, the genetic "revolution" opens this possibility for LSDs. An example from a genetic disease is illustrated by ivacaftor (Kalydeco™), a cystic fibrosis (CF) transmembrane conductance regulator potentiator that was recently approved. The approval was restricted to patients that carried a p-G551D mutation in the CFTR gene as they are the only patients that, for pharmacodynamic reasons, can respond to this drug. The pivotal clinical study was "enriched" for patients with this mutation despite the fact that it is only found in 4% of the CF patients in the US. 29 Clinical studies with migalastat HCl, a pharmacological chaperone for the treatment of FD, targeted an enriched population of Fabry patients that were more likely to respond because of a specific mutation. 30 Patients were requested to harbor a mutation that responded to the drug in an in vitro cell-based transfection assay. 31 
Control groups
Because of the rarity and potential severity of LSDs, the use of a control group is not always possible. The use of placebo might also be limited by ethical considerations. 32 This creates a dilemma for regulators as, without a control group, efficacy is more difficult to evaluate.
Rather than using the central tendency of a group of patients compared with another group of patients, it might be interesting to compare a patient to himself or herself before and after treatment. As long as changes are large and objective, this is an attractive possibility in LSDs. This principle has been helpful in rare diseases drug development 33 and can potentially complement a comparison to a historical control group.
When a treatment is already available, comparing a new therapy to an established therapy is difficult. Equivalence or non-inferiority studies require large sample sizes that are not achievable in LSDs. For superiority trials, the effect size is even more challenging to achieve.
Outcome measures of efficacy Biochemical markers
Limited by the ability to enroll a large number of patients, biomarkers constitutes an attractive option to study the efficacy of a new treatment. For LSDs none of the biomarkers that have been used can be fully correlated with a clinical outcome. The establishment of the surrogacy of a biochemical marker is a complex process that is established by collecting long-term data in large number of individuals. 34 It took decades and thousands of subjects from Framingham, MA to establish a correlation between an increased level of cholesterol and an increased risk of myocardial infarction. 35 The request, mostly by regulators, to establish the surrogacy of a biochemical marker in a LSD before it can be used as a primary outcome of efficacy is unrealistic. As of now, none of the LSD biomarker, urinary-glucosaminoglycan for MPS, 21, 36 urinary-Hex-4 for PD, 37 or serum chitotriosidase for GD 38 has been accepted by regulators. These markers are only considered secondary outcome measure of efficacy and cannot serve as a basis for a treatment approval. The example of FD is worth mentioning to highlight the complexity of using biochemical markers in LSDs. The complete clearance of GL-3 deposition in kidney interstitial capillaries was considered a primary outcome criterion 23 but the confirmatory study was not able to establish its clinical significance. 24 After 10 years on the US market, algasidase β remains "conditionally" approved.
Clinical markers
Because of the reluctance of regulators to accept biochemical markers, clinical outcome remain the cornerstone to approve a treatment for LSDs. This is particularly challenging because of the small sample size available and the heterogeneity between patients affected with the same LSD.
For instance, the 6MWT is the primary criteria to evaluate efficacy of MPS but also adult-onset PD treatments. This is a crude marker and the results can be mixed. The use of pain as a clinical outcome in FD was also challenging: the same data could be seen as being demonstrative of efficacy in Europe but insufficient proof of evidence in the US.
In GD, a decrease in the size of the spleen is considered an appropriate clinical marker. 20 While it is intuitive to think that a decrease in spleen volume is a good thing, there is no data available to demonstrate that a decrease in the size of the spleen is associated with a decrease in severe bleeding or improved survival. This last example just goes to show that, in itself, a clinical marker is not always in itself a surrogate of an important and demonstrated clinical benefit.
Composite endpoints
To address the limitation of single clinical outcome, composite clinical outcomes could be helpful. One advantage is by capturing more events a composite can address some of the heterogeneity of LSDs.
Co-primary efficacy outcome such as a 6MWT and FVC have been used and we have seen that reaching a statistical significant on one of them but not the other could salvage a drug approval.
In FD, 24 a confirmatory study used a composite endpoint. The criterion was the time to first clinical event (i.e., a renal, cardiac or cerebro-vascular event or death). However, while the time to a first event was decreased by 53% with ERT -a large effect for a clinical study -, the statistical threshold was missed (p = 0.06). The FDA did not consider this evidence as sufficient proof of benefit and in this case, there was no flexibility.
While patients reported outcome or disease specific scoring index are interesting, their implementation and their validation according to regulatory criteria are challenging. For instance, none of the clinical index created for FD [39] [40] [41] are considered definitive enough to be used as primary efficacy outcome measures in a registration study.
Adaptive clinical study designs When conducting clinical studies, it is not uncommon to modify a trial and/or statistical procedures through protocol amendments. This is either based on new external information or on a review of interim data. 42 The purpose is not only to identify clinical benefits of the tested candidate treatment, but also to increase the probability of success. An adaptive design should allow modifications of a trial and/or its statistical procedure after its initiation without undermining its integrity. 43, 44 This is an important option for a study in LSDs, as most of the time the data that accumulates during the study are informative for the rest of the study.
The FDA however, through its 2010 guidance, 45 defines an adaptive design as a study that includes a prospectively planned modification of one or more specified aspects of the study design and hypotheses based on a pre-planned interim analysis. This is a strict position as illustrated by a study of alglucosidase alfa for the treatment of PD in adults. 25 The statistical analysis of the trial and its duration were modified with information that could only be made available through an interim analysis that could not be prospectively defined, as this was the first registration study performed in this field. This approach was criticized and complicated the approval of the drug. 46 The EMA, which defines an adaptive design as a flexible design, 47, 48 did not raise similar concerns on this alglucosidase alfa study.
Extension phases
In LSD studies, extension phases are generally implemented. They offer patients a possibility for an early access to a promising treatment and provide an opportunity for regulators and sponsors to collect long-term safety information. In our experience, the FDA now routinely asks to provide at least 12 mo of drug exposure to evaluate safety.
Registry In LSDs, registries have been requested by regulators to collect additional information on newly approved therapies. Registries were established, for instance, for GD, 49 PD, 50 FD 51 and MPS. 52 Registries also provide additional safety information on new treatments and potentially provide information on the disease itself. 53, 54 Registries data are neither controlled nor blinded and their benefit for collecting efficacy data are more limited. 55 Their maintenance creates significant work. Without financial or resources support data collection is incomplete and quality suffers.
Mandated registries focus on only one drug and potentially multiple registries for the same disease will be established. The multiplication of registries and the lack of cooperation between their sponsors is a recognized issue that needs to be addressed. 56 
Operational Considerations

Number of centers
In LSDs it is difficult to plan with certitude the number of clinical center that will need to be initiated. If no treatment is available, no previous experience can be relied upon. If a treatment already exists, past experiences might not be reliable. Over the last two decades, the number of patients recruited per site has decreased. More sites need to be initiated with consequences on cost and time-lines.
FD illustrates this point. Starting in March 1999, the first pivotal study that led to the availability of algasidase β enrolled 58 patients with 8 sites (mean 7.3 patients/site). Recruitment was greatly facilitated by one center that enrolled 20 patients. 23 The confirmatory study that began in February 2001 enrolled 82 patients over 26 sites (mean 3.2 patients/site). 24 In September 2009, another pivotal study in naïve FD patients was initiated.
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At that time both algasidase alfa and β were available and 67 patients had to be enrolled over 38 sites (mean 1.8 patients/site).
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Number of countries
With increasing number of centers, sponsors have to increase the number of countries, as within any country, centers specializing in LSDs are few. With more countries, study complexity increases. Multiple regulations, varying medical practices, different treatment availability and language barriers have to be addressed.
Using the example of FD, the first algasidase β pivotal study in 1999 was performed in the US and 3 European countries. 23 The confirmatory trial in 2001 was performed in 9 countries in North America and Europe. 24 The most recent study, in 2009, was initiated in 18 countries over five continents.
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Institutional review boards/ethics committees (IRB/EC)
There is no specific ethical rule for conducting clinical studies in LSDs. However, as more studies are conducted at multiples sites, multiple IRB/ECs are consulted. Multiple reviews increase the chance to be faced with different requests to change a study protocol. In our experience, these requests are frequent, especially concerning mundane details of study protocols. Rarely, conflicting ethical opinions concerning a major aspect of a study is formulated.
The practice of multiple IRB reviews consumes resources and creates delays in the conduct of research. 58 In LSDs, this problem is particularly relevant as sometimes, only one patient is enrolled at a center. Also, academic centers that have their own IRBs and do not favorably views external IRB reviews such as central IRBs. 59 In many countries the practice to have more than one level of IRB reviews is more common. For instance in the FD study previously mentioned, 30 8/14 US sites contacted required multiple IRB reviews, while 6/27 ex-US sites required multiple IRB/ EC reviews. There is little evidence that having multiple IRB/ EC reviews leads to ethical improvement of protocol or consent forms. On the contrary, the practice appeared to diminish study ethical integrity.
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Future Considerations
In the US, the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) of July 2012 includes a new breakthrough designation to expedite the development and review of drugs for serious or life-threatening conditions. To receive the designation a drug should have demonstrated preliminary clinical evidence of a substantial improvement over available therapy on at least one clinically significant endpoint. With this designation the FDA is committed to additionally provide more intensive guidance on the drug development program and to involve its senior management in such guidance. 60 At the time of this writing, 10 drugs had received the designation. They included drugs to treat rare diseases such as cystic fibrosis or epidermolysis bullosa. Other legislative efforts to speed-up drug development for rare diseases, such as the TREAT act in the US (Transforming the Regulatory Environment to Accelerate Access to Treatments) demonstrate the willingness of legislators to speed up drug development. It is however too early to know if these efforts will positively impact clinical drug development for rare diseases.
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In Europe, efforts are ongoing to reform the European Clinical Trials Directive and the bureaucratic impact it had on slowing down clinical research. 62 For a productive clinical research, regulators flexibility will be essential. In this context, the use of biomarkers is an avenue of interest for LSDs but it should be addressed on a disease-specific basis rather than within the constraints of an overarching guidance. Also, the place of companion diagnostics, now common in oncology, will have to be defined for LSDs. Companion diagnostics represent an opportunity for a more patient centric approach but they complicate the development process as both a drug and a diagnostic have to be developed. 63 Concerning data analysis, the patient, rather than a group of patients, should constitute the unit of analysis. A responder analysis, instead of the evaluation of the central value (e.g., mean) of a group of patients, helps to take into account the variability of phenotypic expression of LSDs. The patient can also be used as his/her own control to evaluate the activity of a drug rather that comparing him/her to another patient on a placebo that might have a very different phenotypic expression of the disease. 33 Last, due to the high cost of drugs developed for LSDs, payers will play a more active role. 64 This could mean that more economic data or comparative data will be requested early on in the development process. Here again, the limitations of the number of patients could indicate that a new paradigm for pricing and re-imbursement has to be invented.
